
Articles 

 

A, an and the 

(Write up the first sentence in this sequence and elicit the others by asking questions with where, e.g. 

Where's the page?) 

There's а word on а page.   The page is in а book.          The book is on а table.     The table is in а room.          
The room is in а house.                   The house is in а street.                           The street is in а city ... 

 

In small groups, take turns to add to these sequences in a similar way. 

There's a worm in an apple ...                                                 There's a flea on a dog ... 
There's a bee on flower ...                                                       There's a fish in a pond ... 

 

ln pairs, write a sentence containing a/an and the, e.g. I had an appointment with the doctor. The car had a 

flat tyre. On a separate piece of paper, write the sentence out again with gaps for every word except a/an 

and the. Pass your gapped sentence to another pair. Fill in the gaps in the sentence you receive in any way 

you receive e.g. There is an apple on the table. The woman wore a blue hat. 

 

There was an old lady 

I’m going to tell you а nursery rhyme about an old lady who swallowed some animals. It begins There was 

an old lady who swallowed а fly. Why do you think she swallowed the fly?  

(Write the next two lines at the bottom of the board.) 

I don't know why she swallowed the fly.  
Perhaps she'II die. 

 

What did she do next? (Elicit ideas, and then give the next line of the rhyme: There was an old lady who 

swallowed а spider.)  

Why did she swallow the spider? (Elicit ideas and then add this line above the two others at the bottom of 

the board.) 

 

 

 



 

She swallowed the spider to catch the fly.  
I don't know why she swallowed the fly. 
Perhaps she'II die. 

 

What did she do next? (Elicit ideas, and then give the next line of the rhyme: There was an old lady who 

swallowed a bird.)  

Why did she swallow the bird? (Elicit ideas, and then continue to add the lines of the rhyme above the 

others, continuing with the same sequence until the rhyme is finished, i.e. She swallowed the bird to catch 

the spider. The rest of the sequence is: cat, dog, goat, cow, horse. At the end, ask the students to recite the 

rhyme to each other in pairs. Anyone who is confident can recite the whole thing for the class from 

memory.) 

 

Geography quiz 

Work in four or five teams. Each team must choose а different continent, not including Australia or 

Antarctica. I'm going to name some different geographical features. Make а note of one example belonging 

to the continent you chose, e.g. А mountain range - The Blue Mountains (Australia). 

river,                desert,                 lake,                island group,               capital city,              mountain range,         
mountain,                     sea,                   forest/jungle,                  man-made feature 

 

Score а point for every correct example you name. If а team cannot name an example, the other teams can 

get an extra point by naming one in that continent. 

 


